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Well….here I am at the threshold of retirement ; I guess I finally have the last word!

My life has been passed before me, and it is certainly true that the last few days before
retirement and particularly today feels like ground rush. Before I knew it there I was, and
here I am….retired! I am still trying to catch my breath or as Ivan Behel (test pilot I
worked with) would say during my F-18 flight  test days,  “Billy Mac, catch the football”!
All I can say about that is that it took 40 years to realize that if you don’t continually
reach for it you’ll never know how far you can go!☺☺

I have been to many retirements and always looked forward to the final event…the
retiree’s final words, and thought…. ‘now I will get to know what he really thought about
that was significant during his career, and I looked forward to words of wisdom that took
30 or 40 years to come by.’

Now it is my turn…

First of all thank you Joe and Keith and Tom Rudowsky.  I know the history of “Bill” and
retirement paperwork took a great deal of your time and I appreciate your efforts on a
great send off. And, thank you all for coming. It is not easy to condense 40+ years into 30
minutes; but you have done it! I’d also like to thank my wife Diane and 4 girls, Leslie,
Emily, Christine and Erin for being here. I can remember driving all 4 around in my little
Honda Prelude 20 years ago, what a trip! Not possible now of course! They fender bent
or destroyed all my Hondas, thankfully not themselves, in spite of my excellent driving
instructions! But I love them dearly and am thankful their support and proud of their
accomplishments. They do now know how to drive!  In particular I’d like Diane to know
that I love her for not only all the years of support of my career, but also, simply because
of who you are. I can’t imagine where I would be without you.

So, what should I say? What words of wisdom can I pass along and who should /can I
remember to thank all in the space of 15 minutes or less? Well ,here goes! My apologies
in advance to some of you who will not know some of the names or places I may
mention. But over 40 years that is to be expected!



In the beginning; 40 Years Ago…

BillyMac

FLASHBACK:

I can clearly recall first seeing Pax River as a coop student in 1963, being driven by a
NATC recruiter late in the evening down route 235 no traffic lights, no lights at all, no
fast food restaurants,  no nothing! Apparently the base was at the end of a bottomless pit!
I thought what have I gotten myself into? Wisdom…what did I learn?  Don’t judge a
book by its cover! I was about to start a truly exciting career; I just didn’t know it.

FLASHBACK:  It was 1963. Welcome to the Naval Air Test Center, Flight Test
Division, Flying Qualities and Performance Branch. Wow, I thought! I get to work with
real test pilots and real aerospace engineers.  It was a world I had never anticipated, but
was eager to participate in.  It was clearly a test pilot’s dream. Have the engineers crank
out the test cards, give them to the pilots to go fly, collect the test data using photo
panels, oscillagraphs (strip chart recorder of various data channels), visacorder (heat
sensitive data recorder) and mechanical Freiden calculators that could calculate square



roots…what a mechanical marvel that was,  and slide rules. Write the final report; the
engineers got to do that! In those days we had no requirement for test plans and I clearly
remember the day I gave a test pilot a set test cards to fly. He came back after his flight
and said he decided to do zoom climbs that day and would get my data later! How times
have changed!

FLASHBACK: 

Fishing Point Tower Airspeed Calibration Fly Bys

There I am climbing up the steps to fishing point tower to do airspeed calibration runs
(low level racetrack pattern over Patuxent River).  The objective was to collect data on
airspeed and altimeter error in the test airplanes. What a blast….jet airplanes whizzing by
the tower at very low airspeeds, so low you could see the jet exhaust on the water or so
fast , nearly supersonic; you could barely record how high or low they were. Those were
the days!

FLASHBACK: 

Navy T-1A Jet Trainer



My first  jet-ride in a T-1A jet trainer. How many jobs could I have that would give me
this opportunity I thought. What a thrill it was! More than I expected it turned out. There
we were at 20,000 ft ready to join in formation with an F-8 Crusader

F-8 Crusader

for airspeed calibration tests when suddenly the test pilot tells me we had an oxygen
system malfunction and  had to do an emergency dive to 10,000 feet! Quite an
introduction to jets, I thought!

FLASHBACK:

CALSPAN B-26 In-Flight Simulator

There I am in my first CALSPAN B-26 In flight Simulator ride. Sitting in the jump seat
behind the pilot and co-pilot. Prior to take off the clamshell canopy is locked with a large
over-center handle. Run up the two huge 1850 hp Pratt & Whitney R-2800-5 Double
Wasp engines. Take off a full power….Wow,  those props look mighty close…just like in
the movies. FAST-FORWARD… here we are over Ocean City at 175 Kts and WHAM we
experience a loud noise like a shot-gun and a blast of wind…the clam shell canopy blew
open! We slowed down and flew back to Pax River. It was impossible, but it happened.
Both pilots turned around with that look you get which says… Now you didn’t pull that
locking lever, did you?! ☺



FLASHBACK:

T-1A Inverted Spins

My second T-1A jet trainer ride doing spins… What a blast! There I was again at 20,000
ft zooming straight up to do an inverted spin entry. Over we went and there I am hanging
from the seat straps and looking down through the top of the canopy as we spun thinking
what if I have to eject and this seat, which I can no longer feel…an inch from the seat
pan) feels like a foot….. rockets up and hits me at 40 gs, in the you know what, after I
pull the ejection handle?! Thankfully I didn’t have to find out! The test pilot, Dave
Griggs, let me do the spin recovery my self…It worked!

FLASHBACK:

A-7A Corsair

A-7A Corsair Attack Jet Navy Preliminary Evaluation No V…   It was the first Navy jet
with a turbofan engine. There I am sitting next to the test conductor at LTV in Grand
Prairie Texas with senior contractor engineers and suddenly during a simple engine
accel/decel longitudinal trim change test and the Navy test pilot calmly says “Ejecting!”
The engine stagnated in an unrecoverable hung stall. An exciting introduction to flight



testing it was, and a lesson learned on strictly following NAVAIR flight test restrictions
on engine throttle control inputs.

FLASHBACK:

Navy A-3 “Whale” JATO Take-Off Tests

A-3 JATO Tests… There I am at the side of the runway at Pax River with a few other
engineers measuring take off distance. The tests were awesome to see and hear! Light off
six JATO bottles each side of the aircraft and watch the airplane leap into the
air…WOW! Thankfully, the rockets all lit off at the same time on both sides of the
airplane. If not, we would all be running for cover! What an experience it was! What a
job! I get paid for doing this?

FLASHBACK:

Pax River Runways



Back on the Pax  River runways again. It was always a fun experience doing take off and
landing tests. This time they let me drive one of the communication trucks. What a blast!
I had more radios to control than I knew what to do with as I talked to the tower and test
pilot and  zoomed along and across various runways. I thought…..”I am king of the
runways ”. It was a great experience.

30 Years Ago

FLASHBACK: 

16 Nov 1974

I Got married! Who would have thought it could happen?  My mom had written me off as
marriage material! I did the honey moon travel planning, since I was supposedly good at
math. However, because of unexpected tips required on the cruise ship we arrived back at
National Airport with less than 5 dollars. Diane was impressed….in a very negative way!

FLASHBACK:



There I was in the CALSPAN NC-131 Total In-Flight Simulator (TIFS) airplane in the
nose radiomen evaluation pilot seat (next to the test pilot) during landing approach tests
for the X-29 Forward Swept Wing Fighter demonstrator program. We were getting ready
to do a landing approach runway offset side step maneuver and one of the vertical control
surface amplifiers malfunctioned causing the airplane to experience large yaw excursion
at less than 200 ft above terra firma! It was only after we landed that the test pilots let us
know how close we came to having an accident.

FLASHBACK: Here I am sitting next to Chuck Sewell, Grumman Chief Test Pilot in the
NC-131 TIFS, which was simulating the X-29 during approach and landing. Déjà vu : I
said, “Chuck, here are the test cards I’d like you to fly today”. Chuck to Bill “ I don’t
want to do those right now, I might get to them later in the flight”. ”Not only did he do all
he wanted to do, he was so good he did every thing I wanted him to do. What an
opportunity to have worked with such a great test pilot. What a great job this is!

X-29 Forward Swept Wing Demonstrator
20-25 years ago…



FLASHBACK:

There I am at the Society of Experimental Test Pilots (SETP) dinner reception after
having given a presentation on F-18 Spin Testing with (Marine Test Pilot) Ivan Behel,
sitting with a bunch of unknown dinner guests. Now tell me I thought, ‘what are the
chances of sitting next to the Six Million Dollar Man with a patch on one eye…Bruce
Peterson”? Well, there he was larger than life! What a great time I had talking to him. He
was really cool!



FLASHBACK :

RTPS Telemetry Ground Station

Here I am at the RTPS Telemetry ground station, as a Navy test conductor with a McAir
Senior test conductor observer during an F-18 spin test with Ivan Behel, serving as guest
test pilot. There’s Ivan at 30,000 ft doing a high turn rate spin experiencing negative 3gs
eyeballs out as the airplane continues to spin. During this spin one of the engines flames
out and I guess neither Ivan nor I were that concerned…since the other engine was still
running and Ivan was in a word enjoying the ride. It didn’t take long for the McAir test
conductor to scream out “tell him to recover!!”  I did! He did. That was a memorable
moment. Spinning can be dangerous L and fun ☺!

Ivan and Me



FLASHBACK:

Ed Heineman- Famous Aircraft Designer

1983…  As President of the Pax River chapter of the Society of Flight Test Engineers  I
got to invite and meet Ed Heineman, to be guest speaker at an SFTE dinner meeting, who
almost single handedly designed and developed the Navy A-4 Skyhawk Jet attack
aircraft. What a memorable experience that was. He was one of the last aircraft designers
who could build an airplane that didn’t cost the Navy an arm and a leg!  What an
opportunity to meet a great aircraft designer, what a job this is!

FLASHBACK:



Here I am working as a tech specialist on some of the most advanced jet aircraft
programs and complex aircraft in the world including the X-29 FSW demonstrator, the
X-31 thrust vector control fighter and the F-16 Advanced Fighter Technology
Demonstrator, F-8 Oblique Wing, F-15 IFPC,  and F-16 VISTA in flight simulator
programs. What an opportunity!  I learned a lot. It was on of the most exciting and
educational times in my career.

11 years ago

FLASHBACK:

Manned Flight Simulator Facility

The Navy reorganizes itself into an Integrated Program Team/Competency Aligned
Organization and part of the change includes me as head of the Flight VS branch at the
Manned Flight Simulator. I wanted another challenge and I got it!   I had moved from the
real world of flight test to the virtual world of high fidelity aircraft simulation. My goal
was to inject flight simulation engineers with a dose of reality from the lessons I learned
from flight test. Tom Lawrence  (in house technical expert) would often say at best
aircraft simulation is at best 80% truth. I agree with that, but that 80% is very valuable
and critical for safe flight test of extremely complex aircraft.

FLASHBACK….

It is today…

Here I am ready to retire….



I am Retired!

It has taken 40 years and I like to think I finally “caught the football” and I am ready for a
hand off to the next generation of engineers!   I wish I could continue, but it is time to
move on to the new challenge of retirement.  I’d like to say a final thank you and
recognize  some of the great people I have had the privilege of working with over the
years. I apologize in advance if I miss you!

Jack Nial, Jack Holcomb & Julius Owens  & USNTPS Instructors

They taught me the critical fundamentals of what it takes to be a flight test engineer and
how to write a technical report. I would not have been successful without their training
and support.

Some of the excellent engineers, technicians, secretarial and financial and contractors and
Organizations I have worked with:

FQ&P and Carrier Suit
Joe Dunn, Carl Raley, Mike Branch, Mike Humphrey, Don House, Chuck Webb, Page
Senn, Dick Huff, Jerry Carter

Flight Systems Dept
Ron Glockner, Chris Clark, Bernie Kneeland, Steve Kapinos, Tom Santangelo, Roger
Burton, Jackie White, Bruce Feldman, Scott Warren, Al Morrissette, Greg Dungan,
James Lackey



RTPS
Howard Norfolk, Bill Rymer, Bill Hummel, Greg Davis,Page Stanley

Great Test Pilots I have worked with
A-7A Spin Program – LCDR DD Smith
A-7 FQ – Paul Ilg, Dave Griggs
S-3A Perf – Greg Owens
T-44A Perf - Tom Burbage
F/A-18 FQ – John Padgett
F/A-18 Hi AOA/Spin – Mad dog Winston Copeland, Ivan Behel, Chuck Sternberg, Chris
Hadfield, Ricardo Traven
X-29 – Ray Craig, Bob Cabana
AFTI-F-16 – Dick Brown

Aeromechanics Div/MFS
John Clark, Mike Caddy, Tom Lawrence, Bob Hanley, Hank Agnew, Dave Findlay,
Steve Donaldson, Jessica Holmberg, Susan Polsky, Marge Donley and the  list goes on

FVMS….All of you, you know who you are! Often I think of you as the sons I never had.
You can be proud of your contributions to the Navy. It has been my privilege to have
worked with over the past 11 years. What more can I say!

BEM Support: Millie Garner, Irene Saunders, Vicki Payne….You were and are the best!

Secretarial Support: MaryJo Dobson, Vicki Wanner, Robin Haley, Janet Kidd…I have
enjoyed working with all of you!

MFS: Chad Miller, Tracey Johnston, Scott Davis, Mike Sakach, Scott Davis, Andrea
Swierczek, Chris Burch, Dennis Reed, Dave Perdue,  Nick  Gravelle…and the list goes
on

SAIC….Bruce Hildreth, Rick Mills, Troy Abbot
BAR,….Jack Ralston, Billy Barnhart
NASA LRC…Luat Nguyen, Marlyn Ogburn, Mark Croom
NASA DFRC

One more thing:

 If someone were to ask me what was the most important advice you could give to new
engineers what would it be:  My  answer …Work hard, keep your eye on the ball, never
stop trying to learn new things  and PERSIST until you achieve your objectives

So,  a final good bye to all of you. It has truly been a rewarding career for me. It has been
my privilege to have worked for the Navy which has the best engineers and finest Navy
and Marine test pilots in the world. What a great ride I have  had. GO NAVY!




